B6710 BORN ON THE FOURTH OF JULY (USA, 1990)
(Other titles: Fo<dt 4. Juli; Geboren am 4. Juli; Nacido el 4 de julio, Nato il quattro luglio; Ne un 4 juillet; Sinh ngay 4 thang 7)

Credits: director, Oliver Stone; writers, Oliver Stone, Ron Kovic.
Cast: Tom Cruise, Raymond J. Barry, Caroline Kava, Kyra Sedgwick.
Summary: Biographical film set in the US and Vietnam in the 1960s and 70s. Based on the memoir of the same title by disabled Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic. Kovic (Cruise) is a crew-cut patriotic Marine recruit who is transformed into a long-haired paralyzed anti-war protester by his experiences in Vietnam and the VA hospital system. Ultimately, he achieves a measure of vindication when he addresses the 1976 Democratic convention.
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